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11 Jun 2015. The Soviet intelligence services were convinced of the Duke of Windsor's treachery when war broke out. It is probable that they had an informer. Edward VIII - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Duke of Windsor - Biography - IMDb The Nazi Roots of The House of Windsor 9 Jun 2015. It has emerged that the Duke of Windsor had argued that bombing royal blamed “the Jews, the Reds and the Foreign Office for the war”. The Duke of Windsor leaves the War Office in Whitehall, London. In 1937, Edward was created Duke of Windsor and married Wallis Simpson in a. During the Second World War, the Duke of Windsor escaped from Paris, Andrew Morton on the Duke and Duchess of Windsor and the Nazis. He and Wallis married in 1937, and became the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, though she was not made a Royal. Highness. He met Hitler before the war started. New Evidence Shows Duke of Windsor Plotted With Hitler - Newsweek To get beyond the soap opera stuff and truly understand the Windsors today, it is useful to start. The Duke of Windsor, free from the responsibilities of the war, 9 Jun 2015. The Duke of Windsor, who is widely regarded as a Nazi sympathiser, royal blamed “the Jews, the Reds and the Foreign Office for the war”. Archives